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Versatile drum samples with a thump– the delaMartial Drums 

 

Darmstadt, Germany, September 20, 2011 – The German magazine delamar and the Berlin-based 

sidsonic Libraries proudly present a drum samples collection with fresh and unused electronic sounds 

for producers. 

The brand new sample pack "delaMartial Drums" is meant to be the perfect combination of analog 

charme and digital precision and is as of today available for immediate download exclusively on 

www.delamar.de/specials/delamartial-drums/ . Musicians and producers can look forward to an 

exciting sample package that offers over 1,000 individual samples of electronic drums and percussion 

elements. All sample material is arranged into 15 drum kits that are mapped for the most popular 

sampler-software giving users the best compatibility with their DAW.  

The sample pack delaMartial Drums is created from a close collaboration of the Berlin instruments and 

sample libraries manufacturer sidsonic and the musician’s magazine delamar. The aim was to give 

musicians and producers a professional sounding hodgepodge of sounds - fresh and unspoiled - by 

the hand. Every single sound was triggered on legendary sound generators (including a Vermona 

DRM1 MK3, the MFB or the Electron Machinedrum SPS-1 MK2) and then passed through analog 

filters of various modular systems, which give the samples their analog warmth. The result was finally 

transferred with high quality converters into the digital domain, and then refined further with software 

tools in high-quality. All samples are available to the user in WAV format and for the most popular 

Sampler own mappings were created (Kontakt, Reason, EXS24, Structure).  

Nanno Lenz, managing director at sidsonic Libraries: "We are especially proud of the versatile 

applications of the delaMartial Drums. From electronic dance music to hip-hop - these drum samples 

can be used out-of-the-box, or shaped to match your own ideas of sound design ". Carlos San 

Segundo, managing editor at delamar, added: "We are very comfortable presenting a first-class and 

inspiring sample pack that remains affordable for young producers."  

The sample library delaMartial Drums is available for 39.95 Euro (about US$55) as instant download. 

As an introductory offer, all buyers get three bonus drum kits. The introductory offer is valid until 

27/09/2011. 

 

About delamar: 

delamar is a german magazine dedicated to music production and home recording. Since 2006 

musicians, DJs and producers obtain news, tutorials, reviews and other music-related stuff on a daily 

basis. 

delamar is at www.delamar.de 
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